10 Step

What’s Below?
Step 1

What you’ll need:

- 1 sheet of white construction paper or colored
- 1 sheet of white construction paper
- Gallon-size sandwich bag or plastic zip folder
- Scissors
- Black permanent marker
- Colored markers
- A subject area: Pipelines
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Step 2

- Place white sheet of paper inside of sandwich bag for better visibility
- You will need your permanent marker to begin drawing your design
- Make sure you have an idea in mind of what you want to draw
Step 3

- Carefully begin your design

- Be sure to draw at least 2 inches below the seal of the sandwich bag

- Allow your creation to have as much in it, without being too messy!
Step 4

- Color in your design using the colored markers
- Don’t forget to stay in the lines!
- Use a variety of colors to make your illustration pop
Step 5

- Clear your workspace
- Remove the white sheet of paper from sandwich bag
- You will need your scissors and permanent marker
- Now you are ready to make your exploration tool!
Step 6

- Shovels and flashlights make great exploration tools!
- Make an outline as best as you can of your favorite by using the permanent marker.
- Be sure to make the outline large enough to almost fill the entire page.
- The end being inserted into the sandwich bag must be given enough white space.
Step 7

- Use your colored markers to fill in your exploration tool
- Do not color in the area that is meant for the big reveal!
- That white space is very important for this craft to work
Step 8

- Use your scissors to cut out your exploration tool
- Carefully cut along the edge
Step 9

- Take the black piece of construction paper and put it into the sandwich bag
Step 10

- Take your exploration tool and see what’s below!
Under the Sea

Use the same guidelines from this booklet in a different way!

- Swap out black construction paper for blue
- Draw submarines
- Draw aquatic life (fish, octopuses, sharks)
- Draw underwater (or tidal) turbines
Outerspace

Use the same guidelines from this booklet in a different way!

- Draw stars and planets
- Draw the international space station
- Draw space ships and astronauts